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It’s been a busy and productive summer at the corner of Elgin and 
Somerset!  The construction fence was erected on Elgin Street in the third 
week of July, and work began shortly afterwards on what proved to be a 
challenging component of the project: erecting temporary supports to 
allow the removal of a large section of the 30”-thick brick wall between 
the nave and the narthex, and inserting steel beams to support the new 
opening.  A temporary wall was built to protect the rest of the church 
from dust, and it will stay in place until near the completion date, 
currently anticipated to be towards the end of October. 

A number of surprises were uncovered when the wood wall coverings 
were removed, notably an old window opening exactly where one of the 
main support beams was to be located.  As a result, the work of opening 
and reinforcing the wall took longer than expected, but is now completed. 
Outside, the ground was excavated and concrete foundations were poured 
for our new front steps. With these two major structural elements 
completed, the focus is shifting to: the new doors and windows; the walls, 
ceiling and floor of the narthex; and the ramp to the bell tower on 
Somerset Street. The ramp will now be constructed of earth with a 
surface of pavers, rather than concrete as originally envisaged. This less 
costly method will help balance out the increased costs of demolition.  
Another change will be the design of the handrails on the front steps, 
which will no longer curve out.  This change was required by the City 
after lengthy discussions about building code requirements.   

Warren Brownley and Sean Lundy of MP Lundy, our construction 
company, have been resourceful in addressing the challenges of our old 
building, and in keeping a close eye on costs. David McRobie, our 
architect, has been diligent in ensuring that all the elements of the project 
follow the original design as closely as possible. We would like to express 
our gratitude to the staff of the Community Shop for their patience with 
the noise and mess of demolition, which extended into their space and 
required them to close.  

We will keep you posted with regular progress reports. In the meantime, if 
you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to speak to one of the 
members of the Open Doors Project Working Group: Rev. Beth Bretzlaff, 
Brian Cameron, Margaret Kasurak, Gay Richardson, Reed Smith and Hans 
Stenman. 

Welding one of the steel beams to support the new opening in the narthex. 

 

 

Removing the wood panelling in the narthex revealed the outline of the 
original entrance into the church. The two steel tubes are the temporary 

supports for the wall while the new beams were put into place. 


